


DEAR FRIENDS,

I’m so glad you’re reading this. While it’s not quite the same as sitting across from one another in authentic conversation—my favorite way to talk about 826michigan—
it is so important to take a moment together now and then. 
Our students and tutors do this every day. Whether in thoughtful dialogue about a tricky homework assignment or lively debate about a fictional character’s attributes or 
the rigorous back-and-forth of the editing and revising process, I see countless small but significant conversations unfold in every 826michigan program.
Finding the correct answers on a worksheet or knocking out a quick essay in advance of a deadline is the easy part. An 826michigan tutor will first pause, smile at the 
student, and say, “I’m so glad you’re here today.” 
When you and I put ourselves in the shoes of young person—say a socially and academically struggling thirteen-year-old or a 
fourth-grade student who’s still mastering English—we long for that pause, that connection, that support. It’s integral to 
everything that 826michigan does. An 826michigan student is honored, their voice is heard, and their confidence is increased 
with each supportive conversation. 
These conversations can make a lifelong difference.
826michigan’s donors, our volunteers, our staff, and other friends come together—each giving in their own way—to 
magnificent results: nearly 4,000 students served, 90 teachers, 78 different schools, 107 publications, tens of 
thousands of hours of volunteers’ time, and just about one million beautiful, human conversations.
We must continue this good work and continue to offer it at no charge to our students, families, and teachers, 
and we’re relying on your support. Will you make a meaningful contribution this year to fund the many 
conversations and successes our students will see in 2017?
Your donation will support the nuts and bolts we need: healthy snacks after school, photocopier 
maintenance, book printing, but it will also go further.
Your donation will empower and equip thousands of school-aged students in Ann Arbor, 
Detroit, and Ypsilanti to write their own path forward.
Thank you for joining our volunteers and numerous others in your belief in 826michigan 
students and their futures.
In gratitude,
Amanda Uhle
Executive Director



“ I  LEARNED 
WRIT ING NEEDS TO 

BE FROM YOUR HEART.”  
- Ariyanna Banks

age 11, grade 5,
Adams STEM academy

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS THIS YEAR INCLUDED:

The Circuit: Stor-E's Journal of 
Randomized Storymaking
This Is How I Became One of the 
Greatest Heroes in the History of Fiction
The Lions Became Kings and the Tigers 
Became Kings of Swagger
I Have Hidden a Treasure Somewhere
I Cannot Remember
Because Their Feet Are Wet, They Will 
Agree to the Robot's Demands
Rare Air / Aire raro
Puppies and Marshmallows
That Moment Broke My Heart But Also 
Made Me Strong
The Nicest Car in Monsterland, 
Volumes 1 and 2

Where Everything is Written
The Monster Had a Whole Lot of 
Question Marks, Volumes 1 and 2
The Circuit: I am Ten Thousand Light 
Years Behind
So Many Monsters at Monster School, 
Volumes 1 and 2
This Song Still Endures: 
A 1966 Motown Retrospective
The Big Treasure Should Be Gold
A Tough Wolf With No Name
OMNIBUS VIII



“I get to ask questions, stay focused, and 
receive a lot of input.” 
- Lena Zielke, age 13, grade 8, Divine Child

“Sean trusts 826 tutors more than mom. Sean 
said, ‘I'll ask the tutor in the robot store.’”
-Sung S Cho, parent of Seanha Kim, age 10, 
grade 4, Thurston

“We talk about the writing a lot. My students 
consider themselves storytellers because of 
the experience.” 
- Jennifer Ramey, Perry Early Learning 
Center, first-grade teacher

“Tutors at 826 are smart, and kind of funny.” 
- Louis Wall, age 12, grade 7, Fortis Academy

“Gets kids excited about writing! This was a 
great space for some of our quieter kids who 
express themselves better in writing.” 
- Katy Strader, Detroit Achievement 
Academy, third-grade teacher

“I met new friends and it encouraged 
me to write more poems.” 
- Annalisse Oquendo, age 10, 
grade 5, Cesar Chavez Academy 
Upper Elementary

Roberto Clemente Learning Academy Young 
Authors Book Project students:

“Amazing, I never thought I would be an author.”
- Ricardo Poyle, age 10, grade 4

“It feels awesome to be published and everyone 
could read your poems.”
- Marisol Leon, age 10, grade 4

“It feels like I own the world.”  
-  Jesus Lopez, age 10, grade 4
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This year 826michigan served 3,714 students
across our three program cities

We’re proud to have helped 90 teachers inspire
their students to write

Students from 78 different schools participated
in a wide variety of writing and tutoring programs
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Students of all ages saw their stories published
in 107 publications

412 active volunteers worked side-by-side
with students this year

Volunteers gave an astounding 17,649
volunteer hours for our students and our mission


